WHAT TO EXPECT IN A CMA ONLINE CLASS...
Welcome to CMA Online Classes!
CMA is practicing social distancing to keep everyone healthy.

This means the museum building is closed, and CMA classes are now online so we can still make art together.
I will use a computer or tablet to join CMA’s online class.
I may need certain art materials for class. I should have my space and materials ready to go before class begins.
JOINING ZOOM
We will first join a waiting room before a CMA instructor lets us in. My parents or caregivers will receive a link so we can log on to class using Zoom.
When we join the CMA Zoom Room, our camera will be off and we will be muted. I can turn on my camera so everyone can see me. I can also unmute to say hello to everyone.
The instructor may ask me to mute myself for parts of class, so everyone can hear. I can always use the chat to ask a question or make a comment, instead of speaking out loud.
I can view class through **Speaker View** to see one person at a time, or **Gallery View** to see everyone in the class. Sometimes the instructor might Spotlight one person. Some people might keep their cameras off, so you might not be able to see them.
DURING CLASS
The CMA instructor will greet me and my family when we enter the room. They may ask me to introduce myself to the class.

I will see other children who will be making art with me today.

I might see other adults, like their family members, as well as the instructor.
We will look at art or other images and talk about what we see.

The instructor might share their screen with the group to show works of art or other important information.

I can raise my hand and unmute myself when I have something to say or share.
The instructor will show us examples of the type of art we will make together.

They will tell us what art supplies we need and give instructions about how to get started.
At the end of class, we will be able to show what we made with the group and talk about what we learned.

During the Share, I will wait until it’s my turn to share my artwork with my class.

During the Share, I will support my classmates by listening and giving them positive feedback!
WE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU IN A CMA ONLINE CLASS!
For more information
Please contact

Danielle Lindenberg
Director of Community and School Programs
dlindenberg@cmany.org

Mackie Saylor
Community and School Programs Manager
msaylor@cmany.org